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for the first time, substance painter now locks the entire workspace so you
can easily switch between any layer, without having to go through the

material, shader or brush settings. the substance painter workspace is now
always visible in the 3d viewport, no matter which layer you are working on!

substance painter 2019.2.0.3242 contains a new color picker gizmo that
allows you to select a color from a range that is specific to your viewport.
you can even select a color from your material library. the application has

been updated to work with substance designer 4. in addition, the user
interface is now more consistent across platforms. you can now also open
the substance painter folder in your windows file system from within the

application: you can now save a 3d scene directly in an image format! you
can use the export function from the context menu on a 3d object, or press
ctrl+e to open the export dialog. you can also use the freeform camera tool
in the options window to create a 3d image from scratch. when you save the
image, you can open it in photoshop or photoshop elements with the new >
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import option. the substance painter sketch brush is now shareable so you
can easily upload your work directly from the tool. the application has an
important improvement: the application can store the color palette in the
file, eliminating the need to create and open the file every time. you can

use the paint with the files that are already created in substance designer.
in addition, the user can define the colors and materials in the file and can
get rid of the previous color palette. the user can also use the new feature

of automatically filling the material. this provides greater flexibility and user
friendliness. a manual or automated import of several files at once is

possible, and the palette is created in the order in which you import the
files.
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